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ABSTRACT
Internet access in public area using wireless connections is increasing drastically and this should be supported by good
network infrastructure. Wireless network is one of the best alternative in building a practical internet network. WDS is a
system to develop wireless internet network without having to use cable as its backbone for access point but instead
utilize wireless path from its access point. The problems that often arise in the design of wireless LAN network is the poor
signal received by the user due to the installation of an access point that is poor location-wise. This is because at some
point it is very difficult to install Access point using cable because the distance is too far from the existing router. In this
paper, we propose to use three scenario of WDS mode to compare its performance. We investigate three different
topology policy models of the WDS Bridge point-to-point, WDS Bridge point to multipoint and WDS repeater. The use of
these three topologies aims to reach locations that are not covered by wireless LAN network, in addition this method can
save the use of network resources such as LAN cables. Based on the simulation results, it is found that the topology point
to point gives better value but it generated higher delays. The delay generated on point to point is higher than other
topologies. Meanwhile, the measurement results are not much different on topology point to multipoint with repeater
topology. The point to multipoint topology is slightly better than the repeater of the three QoS parameters.
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I.

Introduction

In recent years we have witnessed a very large spread in the application of WLAN technology based on the
IEEE-802.11 standard [1] [2]. In telecommunication networks, "bridges" are products that connect local area networks
(LANs) to other local area networks that use the same protocol (eg Ethernet or token ring). You can imagine a "bridge" as
a device that determines whether a message from you to another person will go to a local area network in your building or
to someone in a local area network in a building across the street. A "bridge" checks every message on a LAN, "conveys"
it is known to be on the same LAN, and passes on that is known to be on another path. Interconnected LAN (or LAN set),
you can build a wireless network with a large wireless network using Wireless Distribution System (WDS). WDS
technology allows access points to communicate with each other wirelessly by default. WDS technology requires the use
of MAC (Media Access Control) to establish relationships within WDS groups. It brings connectivity to the data link layer of
the OSI model, which is a layer under traditional IP-based connectivity [7].
However, these technologies still experience certain inefficiencies such as: low throughput, delay and high jitter.
This technology is not recommended for real time services such as peer-to-peer and interactive applications that are
commonly used such as E-learning, VoIP, VoD, etc. Recent researches attempts to propose enhancements to find
solutions[3]. Although this technology has the deficiencies described earlier, it is commonly used and proposed as an
alternative to improve spectrum electromagnetic occupancy as each client is connected to its own Access Point (AP)
rather than to the exterior node [4]. With WDS, AP can communicate with each other with wireless links. Therefore,
without the need for expensive Ethernet cable installations, WDS can easily increase wireless coverage. [5]

II.

Methods

A.

Wireless Distribution System (WDS)
In the IEEE 802.11 standard, there exist two operation modes: ad-hoc mode and infrastructure mode. In
the infrastructure mode, one AP and its associated stations form a basic service set (BSS). Several BSSs can be
connected with each other by distribution system (DS), which forms an extended service set (ESS). Within an
ESS, mobile stations roam and stay connected to the available network resource. DS is usually wired link and a
typical example of DS is the Ethernet. DS can also be constructed with 802.11 wireless links (just like in
Fig. 1), which is called wireless distribution system (WDS). In WDS-based WLANs, one AP (called base AP) is
connected to the wired link and one or more APs (called linked AP) can be linked with the base AP or other
linked APs, which forms several topologies such as star or tree.[5]

B.

The Network Simulator 3
NS3 project started in 2006 as a continuation of NS2. This simulation environment was developed from
ground-up, using parts that was previously developed in NS2, to create a complete software solution. This
environment is supplied in the form of libraries and examples of models, that help in creation of your own
simulation model. Also in the same package by default there is a graphical visualiser PyVis and system for
simulation recording and playing NetAnim. Because this environment is supplied in the form of libraries,
it has great capabilities for advancements and modification, which allows to retrieve results of simulation in
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desired form. Also environment allows to retrieve raw data on each of the modules in the process of modeling.
NS3 also supplies full code documentation and instructions on how to make new models and modules for NS3.[6]

III.

MODELING SYSTEM

A.

Network Design
This research is conducted specifically to find the best network model of WDS application in campus
environment. The WDS network architecture is designed using three scenario models:
1. WDS Bridge Point-to-point
2. WDS Bridge Point-to-multipoint
3. WDS Repeater
Scenario testing is done by testing the effect of increasing the number of clients starting from 2, 4, 6 to 8 client.
The measurement parameters taken are throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and delay.

B.

WDS Network Scenario Model
Based on the initial observation of WDS topology scenario placement in campus environment, there are three
WDS network models that are being implemented:

Figure 1. WDS Bridge Point-to-point
Figure 1. Above shows the topology scenario of WDS Bridge point-to-point. This scenario is done to see the
effect of WDS link if it were connected between 2 Access Point directly. This simulation is done by increasing the
number of clients.

Figure 2. WDS Bridge Point-to-Multipoint
Figure 2. Above shows the topology scenario of WDS Bridge point-to-multipoint. This scenario is done to see the
effect on QoS if the Access Point source handles 2 Access Point simultaneously using 2 pieces of WDS link. This
simulation is done by increasing the number of clients from 2 to 8 clients.
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Figure 3. WDS Repeater

Figure 3. Above shows the topology scenario of WDS repeater where this scenario is performed to see the effect
on QoS if at first the Access Point source is connected to the client through the Access Point repeater. This
condition may occur when the Access Point that handles the client is too far away from its position with the
source of Access Point. This simulation is done by increasing the number of clients from 2 to 8 clients.
The scenario is created using Network Simulator 3 (NS3) simulator. On each client will then be
generated TCP traffic by targeting one of the APs that have connection to the internet. The following are the
simulation parameters performed on each WDS scenario.

Parameter
Simulation Time
Number of client(s)
Simulation area (m)
Transport Protocol

Values
60 s
2,4,6,8
40 x 40
TCP

Each scenario will use the above simulation parameters by taking into account the output parameters of
the simulation: throughput, PDR, and delay. The following is a topology overview built using NS3 for each WDS
scenario.
The first simulated topology is the WDS bride point to point mode. In this simulation used two mikrotik
which serves as access point. The number of users is start from 2, 4, 6 and 8 users to see the effect of the
number of users on the parameters to be measured. In this configuration all access points can serve requests
from users, but AP 1 must share bandwidth with AP 2. Configuration on NS-3 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. WDS bridge point-to-point
Unlike the previous configuration in point to multipoint configuration used three pieces of AP where AP1
serves as a bridge for AP2 and AP3. In this configuration (Figure 5) it appears that the access client is only
served on AP2 and AP3. The number of users starts from 2, 4 6 and 8 users to see the effect of the number of
users on the measured QOS parameters.
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Figure 5. WDS bridge point-to-multipoint

In repeater mode (Figure 6), three APs are used where AP1 and AP2 serve as a bridge for AP3. User
clients are only served on AP3. The repeater function here appears on AP2 located between AP1 and AP2. The
number of users starts with 2, 4 6 and 8 users to see the effect of the number of users on the measured QOS
parameters.

Figure 6. WDS repeater

IV.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

The results was obtained from the simulation using NS3 with simulation parameters according to the previous
chapter for each simulation scenario. The types of data to be considered are throughput, PDR and delay.
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1. Increase Clients Scenario
a. Throughput Measurement
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Figure 5: The effects of increase client towards throughput

The graphic shows that the more clients we have, the more throughput decreases. From the three scenarios
performed it shows that the WDS point to point topology provides higher throughput results compared to the topology point
to multipoint and repeater topology. This result is because the point to point topology does not pass through several WDS
networks and directly connects with the intended AP directly so that succeeds in sending larger data.

b. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) Measurement
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Figure 5: The effects of increase client towards PDR

PDR is affected by the throughput value in measuring the performance of WDS topology in packet data transfer.
The higher resulting of PDR value gives a picture of PDR performance in sending packet data from various clients. PDR is
measured by percentage of success while throughput is measured by unit per time. Based on the three topologies done
seen that the increase number of clients impact the value of PDR decreased, this can happen because the link work
process in the search path to the destination client.
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c. Average End to End Delay
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Figure 9: The effect of increase client towards delay

The next test is to measure the time a packet uses when sending data from one point to another or end-to-end
delay. The time needed to find the route is one of the factors that affect the amount of time delay. This is because the
source node must know in advance where the position of the destination node.
From the graph it can be concluded that the increasing number of WDS clients resulting in a higher delay. The
WDS point to point topology delivers high delay but still below the ITU-T delay standard of 150ms. These results have an
impact on the throughput of the WDS point to point topology that gives the best results. This suggests that topology point
to point could guarantee more success in delivering data compared to delay. But for real-time services, this condition
should be further investigated.

V.

Conclusion

Legacy WLAN Station is usually associated with AP with the highest signal strength. After measuring and improving the
placement of AP WDS in accordance with three topologies, three parameters of QoS are obtained through Throughput,
PDR and Delay. From the increase client scenario for throughput parameter, it is found that the topology point to point
gives better value but it generated higher delays. The delay generated on point to point is higher than other topologies.
Meanwhile, the measurement results are not much different on the topology point to multipoint with repeater topology. The
point to multipoint topology is slightly better than the repeater of the three QoS parameters. The result suggest that WDS
is better at increasing the range of network coverage. On the other side, QoS results are less satisfactory that had been
anticipated. Thus it can be concluded that WDS is not the best choice in many cases, especially on WLAN Based WDS.
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